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3,287,677 
HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER CORE COM 

PRISED OF MAGNETIC FLUID 
Glenn R. Mohr, Linthicum, Md, assignor to Westing 

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corpo 
ration of Pennsylvania 

Filed May 25, 1964, Ser. No. 369,979 
2 Claims. (Cl. 336-57) 

This invention relates to electric induction devices, and 
in particular to electrical inductors and transformers. 

Presently, high kva., high frequency current trans 
formers for induction heating employ low permeability 
air cores. Under matched conditions these air cores 
yield a coupling coe?icient of .7 to .8, ‘and thus a sec 
ondary to primary kva. ratio of 20% to 25%. This 
ratio is much smaller under unmatched conditions. 
Magnetic materials having a much higher permeability 
than air could be employed to improve the secondary to 
primary kva. ratio. However, magnetic cores used in 
this application generally are subject to the following 
limitations. 
The inductance of such a device is a direct function 

of the product of the core cross section and the core 
permeability. Because of the high frequencies involved 
in this application, a small inductance is required. The 
cross-section, permeability product must be kept low. 
For a core composed of a high permeability material the 
required cross-section becomes so small that insulation 
between windings becomes di?icult. 
The inductance is also a direct function of the num 

ber of conductive windings. For this application in 
volving high frequencies and a high permeability core, 
the low inductance required means fewer windings. If 
the number of conductive windings is allowed to ap 
proach unity, the turns ratio also approaches unity. 
Current transformers must have a large primary to sec 
ondary turns ratio. 

Hysteresis losses, generated during inductive coaction 
between the conductive windings and the core material, 
cause hot spots in the core material. These hot spots 
are especially damaging at the high frequencies involved 
in the application. 

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
an improved high frequency transformer or inductor. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a core 

material having magnetic and ?uid properties. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a mag 

netic fluid to be employed as the core material in high 
frequency transformers and inductors and to have a per 
meability lower than that of core materials currently 
used by higher than the permeability of air. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a mag 
netic ?uid to be employed as the core material in high 
frequency transformers and inductors and which func 
tions in a heat removing relationship within the trans 
former or inductor. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a high 

frequency transformer which has a higher coupling co 
efficient and a corresponding higher secondary to pri 
mary kva. ratio than heretofore possible. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a high 

frequency transformer or inductor of a smaller size than 
heretofore possible. 

Further objects, features and advantages of this inven 
tion will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon 
further study of the specification. 

Brie?y, in accordance with this embodiment of the 
invention, these objects are attained by'circulating a mag 
netic ?uid within a conduit means comprised of, a cir 
culating or ?ow forcing means, a heat generating core 
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zone, and a heat exchanger means. The magnetic ?uid 
is continuously displaced from the core zone into the 
heat exchanger means by the circulating means. The 
magnetic ?uid is heated while ?owing through the core 
zone and releases this heat as it ?ows through the heat 
exchanger means. The particular value of the perme 
ability of the magnetic ?uid is su?icient to increase the 
coupling coefficient over that of air, but not high enough 
to require a core cross-section as small as that of high 
permeability materials previously used. 
For a‘ clearer understanding of the invention, refer 

ence may be made to the following detailed description 
and accompanying drawing. 
The drawing illustrates magnetic ?uid 1 contained 

within a conduit 2. A circulating device 3 forces the 
?ow of magnetic ?uid 1 through entrance port 4 into 
core zone 5 including ?ow path 6, ?ow path 7, which 
form closed magnetic path 8, out exit port 9, and into 
?ow path 10 through a heat exchanger 11. Two con~ 
ductive windings 12 are shown in this embodiment. 
The magnetic ?uid 1 is composed of small particles 

of a magnetic material suspended in ‘an appropriate ?uid. 
The magnetic material supplies the permeability neces 
sary for induction action occurring in core zone 5. The 
?uid portion of the magnetic ?uid 1 suspends and trans 
ports the magnetic material throughout the conduit 
means 2, and provides electrical insulation and mechani 
cal lubrication between the particles of magnetic ma 
terial. 
The ?ow paths 6 and 7 form a path for the closed 

magnetic path 8. This magnetic path has a low reluc 
tance due to the magnetic ?uid 1 contained therein which 
expedites the establishment of the magnetic ?elds of the 
electric current in conductive windings 12. The con 
ductive windingsv 12 must be disposed for inductive co 
action with magnetic path 8 and accordingly may be 
wound around ?ow path 6 or 7, or both. 

Heat is generated in the portion of magnetic ?uid 1 
which comprises the closed magnetic path 8. The 
sources of this heat are eddy currents and hysteresis 
losses incurrent during the inductive action. Copper 
losses in the conductive windings caused by the current 
therein may contribute a small amount of heat. At the 
power levels and frequencies involved in this application 
this heat is excessive and will damage the core zone 5 
if not removed therefrom. 
The excess heat is removed by circulating magnetic 

?uid 1 around a cooling loop described below. The 
heated magnetic ?uid comp-rising the magnetic path 8 
is dis-placed from the core zone 5 in the ?owing action. 
This heated magnetic ?uid ?ows through the heat ex 
changer which extracts the excess heat. The cooler 
magnetic ?uid from the heat exchanger ?ows through the 
circulating device 3 which supplies the \force causing the 
?ow. The cooler magnetic ?uid from the circulating de 
vice 3 displaces hot magnetic ?uid from the core zone 
5 thus completing the cooling loop around the con 
duit 2. 
The use of magnetic cores in high frequency induc 

tive devices results in certain limitations as stated pre 
viously. The insulation ‘limitation due to the small size 
of the core cross section is overcome by employing the 
magnetic ?uid 1. The permeability of the magnetic ?uid 
1 is less than the permeability of previously employed 
magnetic cores. For the same inductance, the magnetic 
?uid 1 allows a larger core cross-section. The unity 
turns limitation is also overcome by employing the mag 
netic ?uid 1. The lower permeability of the magnetic 
?uid 1 allows more conductive windings for the same 
inductance. A lower operating temperature is obtained 
by circulating the magnetic ?uid 1 and continuously 
displacing hot magnetic ?uid from the core zone. 
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The correct ‘functioning of this invention requires that 
the magnetic ?eld 1 possess magnetic and ?uid prop 
erties. Any singular, or any combination of substances 
having these properties will su?ice. A composition of 
80% ?nely powdered ferrite and 20% oil, has a relative 
permeability of 10 to 20 and is useful in many high 
frequency applications. It is to be understood, how 
ever, that this invention is not to be so limited to 
the combination of ‘ferrite ‘and oil. Other substances 
could be employed and include, any ?nely powdered ma 
terial having magnetic and ?uid characteristics, and any 
powdered magnetic material suspended in a gas or dis 
persed in a liquid. 

That it also be understood that the particular conduit 2 
discussed is not critical to the operation of this inven 
tion and the invention is not to be so limited. More ?ow 
paths through the core zone forming a plurality of closed 
magnetic paths may be employed. A plurality of cooling 
loops, each containing a circulating device and a heat 
exchanger may be employed. The conductive windings 
12 may be inside the conduit 2, or external, or both; and 
must be at least one in number. 
The conduit 2 may be of the form of any volume 

containing a circulating device. The conductive windings 
would be enclosed within the volume, and would be 
geometrically positioned with one another so as to have 
a common magnetic path. Heat exchange would occur 
on the exterior surfaces of the volume. 
Another form of the conduit to be included in this 

invention is a single closed loop, similar to a dough 
nut. The closed loop would provide both the closed path 
for the closed magnetic ?eld and the cooling loop. Con 
ductive windings, circulating means, and heat exchanger 
means would be included along the closed loop. 
The correct ‘functioning of this invention requires rel 

ative motion between the conductive windings 12 and 
the magnetic ?uid 1. In the embodiment discussed the 
conductive windings 12 were stationary and the magnetic 
?uid 1 moved in relation thereto. An arrangement where 
in the conductive windings 12 move and the magnetic 
?uid 1 is stationary is to be included in this invention. 

This invention is not peculiar to transformers and 
inductors, but includes any induction device having oper 
ating limiting characteristics such as described. 

Although this invention has been described with re- 4 
spect to particular embodiments thereof, it is not to 
be so limited as changes and modi?cations may be made 
therein which are within the full intended scope of the 
invention as de?ned by the dependent claims, 
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I claim as my invention: 
1. In a high frequency induction device in which 

heat is gene-rated due to the induction action therein, 
the combination comprising: 

a conduit means formed by a ?rst section and a second 
section and a third section all connected in parallel; 

magnetic ?uid contained within said conduit means, 
the magnetic ?uid in said ?rst and second sections 
forming a relatively low reluctance closed magnetic 
path; 

at least one conductive winding wound in an induc 
tive relation about at least one of said sections 
included in said magnetic path, said at least one 
winding adapted to be energized by a high frequency 
current, the induction action between the current 
in said at least one Winding and said magnetic 
?uid generating heat in the magnetic ?uid forming 
said magnetic path; 

?ow forcing means connected in said third section for 
circulating said magnetic ?uid around a heat re 
moving ?ow path formed by said third section in 
series with the parallel combination of said ?rst 
and said second section to continuously remove 
and replace the heated magnetic ?uid by forcing 
said magnetic ?uid to ?ow from said third section 
through said ?rst and second sections in the same 
direction and then return to said third section; 

heat exchange means connected in said third sec' 
tion ‘for removing the heat from the heated magnetic 
?uid therein as said magnetic ?uid circulates around 
said heat removing ?ow path. 

2. The combination as speci?ed in claim 1 wherein 
two conductive windings are wound in an inductive 
relation about at least one of said sections included in said 
magnetic path. 
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